THE CORRESPONDENCE OF A
SENGLEA MERCHANT DURING
THE PLAGUE OF 1813
Paul Cassar
The publications that arE: av;afahle about the plague of 1813 contain
very little material on the impact which that catastrophe had on particular
individuals very like-y because there are no private archival sources that can
be exploited on this aspect. The accidental discovery of a Letter Book containing copies of many business Jetters sent from Senglea during the plague
is, therefore, a fortunate occurrence. These 1etters were written by an
import-export merchant by the name of M.A. Cumbo in the pursuit of
his business activities. The correspondence is -in Ita ian except for a very
few letters that are in Spanish.
The Letter Book or register measures 33.5 cm by 24.5 cm. Its cardboard cover bears the label 'Copia Lettere, RDa1 1 Gennaro 1812 sino li
28 Decembre 1813'. During this span of time Cumbo registered two hundred and twenty-two letters, one hundred of which were written during
the p'ague period 5th March to 28th December 1813. The letter "B" suggests
that this register was the second one in a series of letter books, the fate
of which is unknown. It is provided with an index (Repertorio) containing
the names to whom the letters were sent ,and the folio number where the
copies are registered.
The original cover is torn in places. The upper edges of the folios are
frayed and discoloured, the spine is missing and the top. areas of the
folios are damp stained and browned with fading of the ink so that the
script is no Jonger readable in places. This damage was caused by the
dampness of the rubbish heap where this register had been dumped and
partially buried until it was rescued from further destruction, together
with a few other unrelated manuscripts, by the present writer.
In Oumbo's entries the general subject of shipping receives frequent
attention. This was inevitable as sea-communications were a matter with
which trade and the conveyance of letters were very close y linked. In the
first decade of the 19th century Malta was a busy centre througll which
much of the sea-trade of the Mediterranean was forced to pass especial<'y
during the war between Britain and France. Hence, apart from accounts
of: his trade operations, Cumbo sets down in his Letter Book the names and
types of ships that carried his cargoes abroad or brought his merchandise
from overseas and the ports which they visited. T.hese ships varied in de-
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sign and tonnage and included the bombards, polacres, xebecs, brigantines
and schooners. He was the sole propdetor of the 'San Francesco' and the
joint owner of a polacre which was armed with 6 to 8 pieces of cannon.
As this vessel was Ha fast ship" it was employed on the route to Constantinople.
The other ships plied with. Ihis merchandise to and from Mahone, Gtbraltar, Cadiz, Messina, Palermo, Cagliari and the Adriatic. Others caned at
Prevesa, Samos, Scutari and Alexandria. In one of his letters Cumbo lays
down the itinerary followed by one of these crafts that carried both letters
and cargo. It first sailed to Atbania, then to Lissa, Fiume and Trieste and
back. This ship was manned by a crew of seven men besides the maSlter.
The expenses involved in running it included, apart from the wages of the
sailors and master, tJhecost Qf the food for the crew, the maritime insurance
premium and the port and quarantine dues.
These ships carried the most varied assortment Qf foodstUif,fs - grain,
oil, wines .from Samos, beans, peas, sugar, coffee and cocoa; apart from
these items Cumbo dealt also in soap, tobacco, candles, cotton, hides, timber,
lead and writing pens.
The masters mentioned in his letters Ibear surnames that were still
familiar to Cottonera residents of [ifty years ago -such as Arcangelo and
Benedetto Galfifiero or Caffiero; Matteo Cassar; Vincenzo Grima; Salvatore
and Giuseppe Camilleri; Biagio Drago, Emmanuele Grech and Salvatore
Chetcuti.
Cumbo's entries describe not only routine business operations but also
record his anxieties due to IDsses incurred during the voyage through some
untoward event. The risks which he had to .face were capture of vessels
and cargo by Barbary pirates, seizure by the French during the war between
England and France and losses f.rom storms when merchandise had to be
cast oveJ:lboard or, worse still, when the ship itseLf foundered. Although merchants appreciated the protection afforded them by the presence of His
Britannic Majesty's warships that kept sea-rover at bay, it was inevitable that
ocoasionaEy merchandise and ships were lost to the enemy or to pirates.
One such occurrence is mentioned in a letter of Mal'ch 1813 when a Captain
Marques, who was carrying Cumbo's cargo, was seized and taken prisoner
by the French. When news of this incident reached Cumbo he wrote to the
captain's wid'e in Cagliari informing her of the fate and place of imprisonment olf her husband and assuring her that he was doing his utmost to have
her husband exchanged with another captain in British custody.
There were compensations /for these misadventures; in ,fact we read in
another letter of the capture, by Cum:bo's ships, of two prizes loaded with
oil and grain in the Adriatic GuU.
The subjects of maritime insurance, costs of freight, changes in exchange rates and the Iforcing down of prices by competition loom 'Up very
large in his ,correspondence. It appears from these references that he had
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financial interests in a maritime assurance firm known as the Compagnia
Senglea.

Conveyance of letters
Letters were sent to the addressee 'by various means and carriers depending upon their place of destination. Thus letters to Gibraltar and London
were sent by ,the "paoket" sometims alfter pre-payment of postage; to Malhone
and ;Sicilty with sea-captains or Ifriends who happened to be sailing to those
islands; at other times letters were dispatohed with the "royal transport"
or else with merchant vessels escorted in convoy to dodge enemy warships.
Sometimes letters took a very round about way to reach their destinat\on.
Thus in Ju·y 1812 Cumbo's letters to Majorca were, in the first instance,
sent to his business partner at Mahone who in turn ,forwarded them to
Majorca. On one occasion a letter to Mahone was sent by a British warship
that happened to be sailing ,to that port (1813).
To ensure extra security during the sea voyage, correspondence :was
dispatohed with "an armed boat" (July 1812). When the addressee did not
have a fixed abode but was travelling on business ,from place to place, letters
to him were sent to the care of the iBriHsh Consul of one oftlheports {known
to !be on the route of the travelling recipient who called at the Consular Otifice
for any mail awaiting Ihis arrival.
As the departures of ships were .far ,from 'being regular or according to
a Ifixed s~hedule and as the progression oIf l'etters was slow, Cum:bo sometimes wrote hi,s correspondence in haste to catch a vessel that happened to
:be leaving 1Jhe island at the moment. As, besides :being erratic, the transmission of letters could not be relied on to reach the addressee with certainty
'copies of the same letter were sent 'by dilfferent routes and persons to ensure
that at least one of the copies would arrive at its destination. Sometimes,
however, inspite of this precaution 'both originals and copies ifai'led to reach
Cumbo's cUstomers.
Following 1Jhe outhreak of plague in April 1813, Cumbo's correspOndence was mainly held with people residing -in Malta because of the decline
in overseas trade on account of the quarantine measures imposed by government and 'because the only communication that was possible among persons
in Malt'a itself Wlas very often by letter writing as there were times when
people were barred from meeting one another. In fact very strict restrictions were enlforced on the movement OIf the population hetween the four
cities and the countryside and also between each of the four cities themselves. The aim was to acvoid unnecessary 'contacts and thus dimin~sh the
chances of transmitting the "contagion" - as then understood by the medical world.
During the plague CumIbo wrote to his agents and partners in VaHetta,
Zejtun, Borrnla and Birgu. The distribution of the post Ibetween the countryside and VaUetta continued to function during the whole period of the
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plague though not without the occasional loss of documents during transit 1.
Cumbo, however, did not suffer such losses in his inland correspondence. In
fact, apart from delays of some three days in the receipt of local mail, the
flow in the conveyance of letters to' him was never interrupted. Thus writing
to his partner Mr. M. Camilleri, in Birgu on 12 tDicember 1813, Cumbo advises him thus:- '~Tif you do no!. find ready means :by which to send me your
letters take them to the Barriera (at V'alletta) by means of the boat of the
Superintendent of the Port, Mr. Trevisan. The boat (from VaUettoa) calls at
Senglea twice a day so that your letters should reach me quite soon". This
method seems to have worked well for the ifollowing day Cumbo. received
two letters from Camilleri, the correspondence being delivered to Cumbo by
the Health Gua'rdian or profumatore who was in charge of the "smoking" of
letters to' disinfect them.
Plague letters
When ,plague broke out it darkened Cumbo's life, hampered commercial
adivities and intruded into his correspondence. The Tirsthints of impending
calamity occur in two .letters of 5 and 12 March 1813 addressed respectively
toofifidals of the Health Ofifice 'by w.hich Cumbo undertrukes to assume responsi'bility for the expenses entailed Iby the stay in quarantine at the Lazaretto of the crew of the polacre Madonna della Pieta.;The sanitary authorities
of Malta had actually !been alerted to the presence of plague in Alexandria
as early as January 1813 but infected shtps from that port :began to arrive
in Malta on 28 March when the sick were fanded· and confined at the La-zarett02.
-FrOiffi a letter of 2 April we learn that a consignment of tobacco for
Cumbo had to be unloaded at the Lazaretto where no one was allowed to go
"as ships coming ,from suspected pla'ces were berthed there. It was feared
that they may harbour the fomites of disease hut the sanitary authorities are
doing their utmost to protect the public health". However, -in spite of these
s.a:nitary measures; the first case of plague among the inhabitants -of Malta
came under medical observtion on 19- April at ViaPetta3 . By the beginning
of May commercial transactions were restricted, ships in our -haroours were
placed in quarantine and the sale of "susceptibfe" articles proihibited 4.
In a letter of -7 June, Cumbo informs his correspondent in Libson that
"the situation of the country was critical" while On the 16 he openly writes
that "the island is infected with the i11lfamous disease of plague which thanks
to the precautions taken Iby the -.government has not made alarming inroads
f
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though it has not ceased to iIllfiltrate ·fresh places". The sanitary safeguards
alluded to by Cumbo included the avoidance of p~rsonal' contacts, the evacuation of healthy persons from infected household, the prohibition to enter
Bingu, Bormla and Senglea and to communicate with ships. Government also
announced the infl'iction of the death penalty for transgressors of the quarantine laws 5.
On 17 June Cumbo expressed the hope to his agent in Mahone that
"tha·nks to' Divine Providence and the stepping up of the sanitary campaign
the disease would not continue to spread; meanwhile", he continued, "all
business transactions are suspended but we are all in good health." In another letter of the same date addressed to a firm in Gibraltar he regretted
that O'wing to the pestilence he was unalble to avail himseLf of the favourruble
prices prevailing at Gibraltar and nearby markets. "I trust in the Almi§hty",
he states. "that within a short time we will again enjoy the previous joy of
living in this island ... Captain Grima has arrived here but is detained in
quarantine."
On 18 June he told his agent in Palermo that "the sinister ciroumstances
caused by the conta1gious malady that aJfflicts this island prevents us from
carrying out any commercial transactions". In fact two ships Ifrom Samos
laden with wine had reached Malta but Cumbo was unable to dispose of the
cargo because "we are isolated in strict quarantine as the illness has been
advancing almost everywhere. The mortality, however, is not great in proportion to the population; in fact it has not sur-passed the ,fi:fty to ,fiIfty-five cases
daily Ibetween dead and attacked in the v.~hole island of Malta. We hope that
God in his mercy will calm his wrath and tlhat through the precautions being
taken the disease will not make further progress." His hopes proved to be
unfounded for in his letter of 15 July addressed to his Maltese agent in
Majorca, he states:- "I believe that you are aware of the unfortunate fate
with which Our Lord has justly deigned to punis.h us. We are being afflicted
with the scourge of plague without there being any sign of aibatement. Only
Divine Omnilpotence can save us. All commercial ru£fairs are suspended and
it is only with great exertion that we can conclude the tranSactions that we
were already engaged upon. AM our friends are confined (to their homes)
aild we cannot communicate with one another. This is the reason why I am
unab1e toariswer your letters' as I am myseLf in 'strict quarantine as also are
'mY'papers as a precautionary measure. I ask you to pray God for the safety
'of this disconsolate island." By 20 July he had began to ask his customers to
honour their <bins of exchange and to effect payments due to him and settle
their debts "since the present critical circumstances so requi'fe." And quite
right he was for July proved to be the worst month with regard to the extent
Olf mortality when-by the end of the month 1002 persons had perished 6. ·His
5.
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anxiety was intensified a few days later when communication with Valletta
,became extremely d~fficult. Thi,s, however, proved to he only a temporary
setback ,for by .the 2nd August he managed to send letters to Valletta and
receive replies to them though with a delay of three days.
By the beginning of August some of Cumbo's foreign partners left the
is'and with total disregard for their business affairs because of the fear of
catohing the disease. Others did so (because they dreaded ,tihe possihility of
being confined in quarantine, a fear that was quite for on 14 August
Cumbo wrote that no one was allowed to embaI1k on ships before peliforming a double quarantine. There was some relaxation ,in this prohibition about
a week later when sh~wners .from Senglea were allowed to, board ~eir
vessels on the production of a medical' certiificate and a permit from the
luogotenente (deputy). Cumbo grasped this chance to slip to Gozo and
there sell his tobacco and wine.
A very frequent recipient of Cumbo's letters was Giuseppe Pulis who
during the plague was living at Zejtun and who carried out many trade
operations on Cumbo's behalf. On 26 August Cumbo wrote to him to arrange a rendezvous at the barriera at the Marsa but we do not know whether they actually met.
A ray of hope illumines Cumbo's letter to Mahone on the 27 Augus!l::"The terrible scourge seems to show signs of abating since a few days,
thanks to the many (sanitary) measures taken Ibygovernment so that the
mortality in the whole island has now gone down to thirty a day ... In iSenglea,
thanks to Divine assistance, we enjoy pelifect health ... With regard to prices,
soap is .fetohinJl?; high prices Ibut olive oil tends to go down." During the
first week of September he was trying to obtain a cargo' of vegetables from
Gozo in exchiange for a consignment of vermicelli and maoheroni: and one
hopes that he managed to do so because on 14 September he was complaining that there were no vegetahles and no fruits to !be had in S'englea owing to
the la'ck of communication with the countryside. Because he wa.s so cut off,
he wrote to Pulis at Zejtun telHng him that (he was unable to meet him at the
Marsa, as he had. envisaged to do, but hoped that he would be able to do
so on 16 "very' early in the morning." The venue this time was to be the
"slaul?;hter house or near San Francesco alias tal Balliu" at Kordin. It appears ,from subsequent correspondence that they did succeed in effecting
their rendezvous this time. In fact another meeting was fixed at the same
pJace for' 21 Seotember but Pulis sent a letter saying that he was unable
to keep the a·wointment. Oumlbo also endeavoured to meet one of his partners at Valletta to whom he wrote on 19 Septemher suggesting as venue
the barriera at ValIetta. Cumbo required the signature of his partner to a
contract of marine insurance but he leaves us in the dark as to whether
the encounter took place.
He sounds quite buoyant on 27 October when he wrote to Spain that
restrictions in communications were being relaxed allowing for the resump-
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tion. of commercial operations "with due precautions". Indeed he knew on'y
of three to ['our ,cases a day occuring in the whole island. Actually the incidence was more than the figures given ;by OUIl11'ho hut he was quite correct in
saying that the epidemic was on the wane so much so that the mortality had
declined to 196 during the whole month of October 7.
On 13 November he informed his correspondent in Mahone that since
. twenty days no new cases had appeared in the 'four cities and that it was
only in the villages that cases still occurred. He was very hopeful that within a short time aU the island would be completely ,free Ifrom such a "horrible
scourge". The epidemic was by now showing signs of dec"ining so that writing to Mahone on 6 December, Cumbo stated bhat 'government ordered a
general depuration of Valletta and Floriana though cases still occurred in
twO casals that had !been cordoned amf by troops from the rest of the island.
These were the villages of zelbbug and Qormi to which Birkiflkara was later
added 8. Communicaation he added, was still restricted ibut he had been
able to go to the barriera at the Marsa. The fresh appeal'ance of a case at
Naxxar induced fue sanitary authorities to again tighten up controls and restrict communication within the towns so that Oumbo again found himself
"locked" in Senglea though by 15 December he was trusting that within ten
days permits would again be issued for those who needed to go to the barriera
of tJhe four cities and the wham of Valletta. In the meantime he availed himseLf of this new period of quarantine to bring up his accounts up to date.
The last letter recorded by Cumbo is dated 28 December 1813 and is
addressed to Giuseppe Pulis at Zejtun:- "I see your hrother everyday. He
is in good health ... The polacre Giovanna; which is now in quarantine with
sealed hatches in Marsamxett Har.bour, departs with the ,first convoy which
is expected to leave on 10 January. I enclose the booklet of signals, which
you wish to ,copy, together with a small brush. I wish you and your family
a prosperous and happy new year. I send my greetings and kiss your hanid".
Signed M.A Cumbo, Maresciallo. And with that letter - the only one that
bears his signature - Cumbo takes his leave 'Of us.
Comment
I think it worthwhile to return to some of Cumbo's entries referring to
particular persons and topics to place them in proper perspective in the
contemporary scene.
The profumatore alluded to in the same letter was an employee of the
Mr. John Andrew Trevisan who thirteen years previously had taken part
in the military operations against the French during fueir occupation of
Malta in 1798-18DO. He then joined a Maltese regiment until on 13 May
1813 he was appointed Captain of the Port of Vall'etta and Commissioner of
7.
8.
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Health - a ,post which he filled, until 7 February 1815, with "activity, zeal
and lfidelity" 9.
The profumaif;ore alluded to in the same letter was an employee of the
Health Department who was in charge of the disinfection of mail at the
Lazaretto by means of the so called profumo, i.e. slitting the letters and
then soaking them in vinegar or else exposing them to the [umes of a mixture of aromatic herbs, sulphur, camphor and other substances burnt in a
special cupboard 10. GUJtIlIbo's letters must have <been disinfected in this
manner at least ;for a Sihort spell, :for even a despatch and another official
document sent to Maita by the SecretalY of State on 5 and 6 August 1813
were subjected to slitting and fumigation 11.
lt is ltkely that Mr Giuseppe Pulis, so often written to by Cumbo, was the
American Consul in Malta to which odjfice he was appointed in 1801. His activities as consul were suspended in 1812 when relations Ibetween Great Britain and the USA became strained during the Napoleonic Wars owing to
British interference with American shipping and trade in the Mediterranean
until Congress declared war on, Britain on January 181212. Pulis resumed
his role as consul on 26 April 1815 and it is l~kely that he engaJged in trade
in llhe interval in partnership with Cumbo.
In a letter to Majorca dated 15 July 1813, Cumbo states: "I am in strict
quarantine as also are my papers as a precautionary measure". The reason
why his papers were "in quarantine" arises from the fact that paper was
believed to be a carrier of the "contagion" Q,f plague so muoh so that the
he'a1th authorities discouraged the use of paper and drew attention to the
health hazards from handling this m3terial. The registers of the Monte di
Pieta, for instance, were all unbound, depurated and rebound in January 1814,
to ensure that they carried no "contagion". The concept o,f "contagion" from
paper dominated o;£ficial medical thought lior many years afterwards so
much so that during the cholera epidemic of Gilbraltar olf Au.gust 1834, letters
reaching Malta from the Rook were "steeped in vinegar" before they were
delivered to their recipients in Ma!ta 13 .
Apart from these measures some people during the pJague of 1813 avoided all contact with paper and resorted to writing on small wooden tablets
9.
10.

1L
12.

13.
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as it was believed that the disease did not attach itself to wood and therefore could not he carried from one person to another by the handling of
wood 14. Cumbo says nothing On this point and we are left guessing as to
whether he ever wrote any letters on wooden tablets.
The barriere, referred to in various letters from Cumbo's pen, were set
up on 19 June in order to ensure the provisioning of Valletta and the four
cities with !foodstuffs from the countryside. These ex:ohanges took place
under the supervision of sanitary guards. The barriere consisted in a number of railings so arranged as to allow people to approach 'within talking
distance of one another but with an intervening gap between them wide
enough to prevent them from touching one another. Besides the barriere
mentioned by Cumbo, there were others located at Portes des Bombes for
Valletta; and at Polverista Gate in the outer defences of the Cottonera lines,
facing Zejtun, {or the Cotton era area; and at Bormla Gate just outside Senglea which gave access to the wharf in French Creek15.
CUimbo's belief that the plague was a Iform of divine punishment was
not a mere personal idea but was in accord with the collective credo of his
contemporaries with its roots running as far Iback as bilblical days. His
reliance for deliverance on the "hope that God in His Mercy will calm
hies wrath" is, therefore, understandable especially when one remembers
that in his time nobody knew about the microbial origin of bubonic plague
and about the part played by infected rats and their fleas in its transmission to man. Lest one should think that this emphasis on faith in God was
the peculiar preoccupation of Maltese Catholicism, it is instructive to point
out that such religious ideas were shared by Protestants elsewhere in connection with the onslaught of epidemic diseases of which the cause was
unknown. Thus as l~te as August 1834, on the occasion 0If the oholera
epidemic that struck Gibraltar in that year, the Lieutenant Governor of that
fortress ordered the 'holding of thanksgiving services "to Almi'~hty God, in
all churches, for this manifestation of his mercy" 16.
Cumbo's personality
Far from providing us with dues as to his identity Oun:nlbo poses us
several questions and we can only speculate as to their answers. Whence
the Maresciallo for instance? Is it a second surname or a nickname or a rank
of some kind? Did he survive the plague? We are on sure ground with
regard to ;this last question for we can say with certainty that he outlived
14. Cassar, P. "A Further Document on Wood Relating to the Plague of 1813-14."
Scientia, 1961, '1.7, 165
15.
16.
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the plague because we know from the oifificial lists o.f mo.rtality that the
only person from ISenglea that sucoumbed to plague was a Maria Cassar
Wlho died at the Lazaretto on 14 June 181317. We can, therefore, be sure
that he was not among the 4572 viotims mowed down by the epidemic in
Malta 18. Did he resume his /former trading operations after the declaration
of 'free pratique for Malta on 29 January 1814? 1ihe albsence oJ further
ietters from him ';eaves us in the dark on this score but there is no doubt
that sales of food stuffs were bieng effected in March and in May of that
year from the wareihouse "del MareS'ciallo" at Katkara 19. By mid-November commercial: activities had revived to. a great extent, the arrivals of
ships becoming increasingly frequent as the days passed by and the amounts
of exported goods increasing "considerably"20 so that Cumbo should not
have encountered any great d~£ficu1ties in resuming his trading operations.
If we are unable to piece together a biographical sketch of Oum:bo
because of the laok of data, we can at least draw a profile oIf his personal ity from the perusal of his (~xtant correspondence. In fact the contents of
his letters reveal him not only as a type - the merchant intent on the dayto-day routine of his >business ~fifairs - but also as an individual with his
peculiar traits o'f character. He appears to have been a wealthy man with
a long experience of commercial affairs and a person of great initiative
who, though warning his agents to conduct his a:fifairs with prudence and
caution, was not averse to take cal'culated risks in his business dealings
and to embark on substantial commercial ventures. He kept an eye on
the fluctuations ,in the exohange rates and in prices in various markets while
seeking new opportunities for trade.
He was a hard-working man who endeavoured to get the best service
out of his agents whom he spurred to study the state of demand and supply and to ensure the good quali'ty of t'he items to be ,purchased and whom
he instructed how to pay ,foOl" these goods and how to conect the pmfits.
The regularity with which he ikept up his correspondence, the way he
wrote it in a neat and clearly legible script, and its indexing show him to
have been a meticulous man who did not do things in a hurry. In fact he
recorded his trade operations in great detail taking care to note with whom
he sent his letters, ,by what means, 'Whether by convoy or -by paoket or
whether through a consul "for greater security".
He took his losses with equanimity trusting in Divine Providence whenever he was ,faced with circumstances beyond his contro1. He e~pressed
himself in becoming terms and in gracious greetings to his correspondents
17. Burrell, W.H., op.cit., p. 43.
18.
19.

20.
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w:ith some of whom he was Ibound by ties of friendship as weB as business
so that in his :etters to them commercial topics are mingled with warm expressions af his pleasant anticipations cif meeting them personally, with
felicit.ations at the news of their safe arrival abroad and with congratulations on the birth of a baby!
He confessed that EngIi'Sh was not one of the languages that he knew;
hut then, in those early years 01' British rule, very Ifew Maltese were familiar with the English language. In fact Lord Batthurst, the 'Secretary of
State, remarked in 1813 that the "upper classes" in Malta still' spoke Italian 21 as Cumbo did. Hence the reason why his letters are written in this
language except for every few o.f them that ar~ in Spanish. He obtained
newspapers from Messina land in 1812 acquired a book entitled 10 per tutti
ossia calendario 0 nO'tizie per l'anno bisestile 1812. Tn the following year
he acquired from abroad L'Officio della Beata Vergine and L'Officio del Santissimo Natale which ·reveal him as a religious man devoted to the Blessed
Virgin Mary - ,to whom the Parish Ohurch oif Senglea was dedicated - and
intent on seeking solace in perusing the Onfice of the Birth of Christ dur,ing
the Christmas season.
Epilogue
Cum'bo's name has no place in the written records of our national
history li:ke ,that of tlhe great mass of his undistinguished and unsung contemporaries who, never the less, through their humble activities provide the
raw materia,l on which the edj,fice cif history is Ibuilt.
I am not aware of the existence oJ any other correspondence by persons who lived through the harrowing experience of the plague of 1813 except for the small number of letters and other scanty documents written on
wood already mentioned. In this respect, therefore, the Copia lettere under
study is a uni:que manuscript especially in the absence of any diaries dealing with that period. l1hough the l'etters contain nothing spectacular or dramatic, they impart atmosphere to the bare official buLletins and literature
concerning that calamity. In ,fact one ;feels that they provide us with a personal encounter with Cumbo himsellf and give us a deeper understanding
of the overall picture of the repercussions alf epidemic disease on the daily
working life of an individual who struggled to carry on with "business as
usua~" when his own death by devastating disease was a constant threat.
Apart from these considerations 1813 is a year that makes a great stir in
Maltese history and any material that throws it into a shaD.per focus is
worthy of committing to memory and recording in print.
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